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WEAPONRY
It is vitally important to have the right weapons if you are
to succeed in slaying a dragon or cutting the skull of a
goblin you need to: use flint to sharpen it; water from the
pixie king; if it breaks, get some shavings from the king of
the underworld then go to a blacksmith.

ARMOUR
Make sure the armour is well fitted and at least 5 mm thick
with weight of 0.5.0 stone. When washed use fresh spring
water to clean the armour thoroughly and to finish cleaning
you need to rub it with deer skin and oil it with animal fat.
It must be stored in a chest with a dragon skin blanket on
top.

STRATEGY
There are four ways of attack, stealth, surprise, speed and
ambush:
Ambush means attack with an army of men; speed means
you need to be fast and able to move weaponry fast; surprise
means hide with an army and attack one by one and stealth
you need to be speedy, silent and swift.

BEASTS YOU MAY
ENCOUNTER
You may encounter a: swamp hag from the depth of the
murky deep; a ten headed devil dog from the world beneath
our feet; a dragon from the devils cave ; a monster known as
Grendel and many more.

TAKING CARE OF YOURSELF
If you are wounded, take two or three doc leaves and make a
bandage, add one drop of water every hour to heal. Make
sure you have a good night sleep or you will be too tired to
fight the next day. Make sure you train hard and get
ready for the next battle.

HOW TO CHOOSE YOUR
BATTLES AND SECURE
YOUR REWARDS
Some monsters aren’t worth it and some kings are greedy so
you need to be cautious about who you fight and who you
trust. When you arrive ask the villagers about the king
and what’s been going on to find out if the king will give
you your reward and what the monster is doing that shows
whether you should stay or go.

